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This paper describes the CoolEmAll project and its approach for modeling and simulating

energy-efficient and thermal-aware data centers. The aim of the project was to address

energy-thermal efficiency of data centers by combining the optimization of IT, cooling

and workload management. This paper provides a complete data center model considering

the workload profiles, the applications profiling, the power model and a cooling model.

Different energy efficiency metrics are proposed and various resource management and

scheduling policies are presented. The proposed strategies are validated through simula-

tion at different levels of a data center.

1. Introduction

IT energy impact is now a major concern from the eco-

nomical point of view but also from the sustainability one.

IT was responsible for around 2% of the global energy

consumption making it equal to the demand of aviation

industry in 2008 [1]. Focusing on data centers, late 2012

numbers from the European Commission [2] shows that

European data centers consumed 60 TW h during 2012.

The same study expects this number to double before

2020.

While this aggregated consumption is high, still nearly

a third of organizations (29%) owning data centers did

not measure their efficiency in 2012 [3]. Out of this study,

for the data centers that measure their Power Usage Effec-

tiveness (PUE) [4], more than a third (34%) have a PUE over

or equal to 2, meaning they consume more power on cool-

ing, air movement and infrastructure than on computing

itself. The average PUE over all data centers is between

1.8 and 1.89.

Large energy needs and significant CO2 emissions cause

the issues related to cooling, heat transfer, and IT infra-

structure location more and more carefully studied during

planning and operation of data centers. Even if we take

ecological and footprint issues aside, the amount of con-

sumed energy can impose strict limits on data centers.

First of all, energy bills may reach millions of euros making

computations expensive. Furthermore, available power

supply is usually limited so it also may reduce data center

development capabilities, especially looking at challenges
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related to exascale computing breakthrough foreseen

within this decade. For these reasons many efforts were

undertaken to measure and improve energy efficiency of

data centers. Some of those projects focused on data center

monitoring and management [5–7] whereas others on

prototypes of low power computing infrastructures [8,9].

Additionally, vendors offer a wide spectrum of energy effi-

cient solutions for computing and cooling [10,11].

A variety of possibilities exist at the design level, which

have to be simulated in order to be compared and to select

the best one. During the lifetime of a data center, smart

management can lead to better visibility of the platform

behavior and to reduce energy consumption.

In order to optimize the design or configuration of a

data center we need a thorough study using appropriate

metrics and tools evaluating how much computation or

data processing can be done within a given power and

energy budget and how it affects temperatures, heat trans-

fers, and airflows within the data center. Therefore, there is

a need for simulation tools and models that approach the

problem from a perspective of end users and take into

account all the factors that are critical to understanding

and improving the energy efficiency of data centers, in par-

ticular, hardware characteristics, applications, manage-

ment policies, and cooling. To address these issues the

CoolEmAll project [12] aimed at decreasing energy con-

sumption of data centers by allowing data center design-

ers, planners, and administrators to model and analyze

energy efficiency of various configurations and solutions.

To this end, the project provides models of data center

building blocks and tools that apply these models to simu-

late, visualize and analyze data center energy efficiency.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2

presents relevant related works. Section 3 contains a brief

description of the CoolEmAll project. In Section 4 we

present the models that are used in the design and

management tools. In Section 5 the metrics used to assess

the quality of design and management are presented.

Section 6 describes smart data center management tech-

niques. In Section 7 we show the results of the simulation

experiments and the impact of the proposed models and

tools. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Issues related to cooling, heat transfer, IT infrastructure

configuration, IT-management, arrangement of IT-infra-

structure as well as workload management are gaining

more and more interest and importance, as reflected in

many ongoing works both in industry and research. There

are already software tools available on the market capable

to simulate and analyze thermal processes in data centers.

Examples of such software include simulation codes along

with more than 600 models of servers from Future

Facilities [13] with its DC6sigma products, CA tools [14],

or the TileFlow [15] application. In most cases these simu-

lation tools are complex and expensive solutions that allow

modeling and simulation of heat transfer processes in data

centers. To simplify the analysis process Romonet [16]

introduced a simulator, which concentrates only on costs

analysis using simplified computational and cost models,

disclaiming analysis of heat transfer processes using Com-

putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations. Common

problem in case of commercial data center modeling tools

is that they use closed limited databases of data center

hardware. Although some of providers as Future Facilities

have impressive databases, extensions of these databases

and use of models across various tools is limited. To cope

with this issue Schneider have introduced the GENOME

Project that aims at collecting ‘‘genes’’ which are used to

build data centers. They contain details of data center com-

ponents and are publicly available on the Schneider web-

site [17]. Nevertheless, the components are described by

static parameters such as ‘‘nameplate’’ power values rather

than details that enable simulating and assessing their

energy efficiency in various conditions. Another initiative

aiming at collection of designs of data centers is the Open

Compute Project [18]. Started by Facebook which pub-

lished its data center design details, it consists of multiple

members describing data centers’ designs. However, Open

Compute Project blueprints are designed for description of

good practices rather than to be applied to simulations.

In addition to industrial solutions significant research

effort was performed in the area of energy efficiency mod-

eling and optimization. For example, models of servers’

power usage were presented in [19] whereas application

of these models to energy-aware scheduling in [20]. Addi-

tionally, authors in [21,22] proposed methodologies of

modeling and estimation of power by specific application

classes. There were also attempts to use thermodynamic

information in scheduling [23]. Nevertheless, the above

works are focused on research aspects and optimization

rather than providing models to simulate real data centers.

In [24], the authors propose a power management solution

that coordinates different individual approaches. The solu-

tion is validated using simulations based on 180 server

traces from nine different real-world enterprises. Second,

using a unified architecture as the base, they perform a

quantitative sensitivity analysis on the impact of different

architectures, implementations, workloads, and system

design choices. Shah and Krishnan [25] explores the possi-

bility of globally staggering compute workloads to take

advantage of local climatic conditions as a means to reduce

cooling energy costs, by performing an in-depth analysis of

the environmental and economic burden of managing the

thermal infrastructure of a globally connected data center

network. SimWare [26] is a data warehouse simulator

which compute its energy efficiency by: (a) decoupling

the fan power from the computer power by using a fan

power model; (b) taking into account the air travel time

from the CRAC to the nodes; and (c) considering the rela-

tionship between nodes by the use of a heat distribution

matrix.

3. The CoolEmAll project

CoolEmAll was an European Commission funded pro-

ject which addresses the complex problem of how to make

data centers more energy and resource efficient. CoolEmAll

developed a range of tools to enable data center designers,



operators, suppliers and researchers to plan and operate

facilities more efficiently. The participants in the project

included a range of scientific and commercial organiza-

tions with expertise in data centers, high performance

computing, energy efficient server design, and energy

efficient metrics.

The defining characteristic of the CoolEmAll project is

that it bridges this traditional gap between IT and facilities

approaches to efficiency. The main outcomes of CoolEmAll

are based on a holistic rethinking of data center efficiency

that is crucially based on the interaction of all the factors

involved rather just one set of technologies. The expected

results of the project included a data center monitoring,

simulation and visualization software, namely SVD toolkit,

designs of energy efficient IT hardware, contribution to

existing (and help define new) energy efficiency metrics.

Some commercial suppliers (most notably Data center

Infrastructure Management suppliers) and consultants

have recently begun to take a more all-encompassing

approach to the problem by straddling both IT and facili-

ties equipment. However, few suppliers or researchers up

to now have attempted to include the crucial role of

workloads and applications. That is beginning to change,

and it is likely that projects such as CoolEmAll can advance

the state of the art in this area.

As noted in [27], the objective of the CoolEmAll project

was to enable designers and operators of a data center to

reduce its energy impact by combining the optimization

of IT, cooling and workload management. For this purpose

CoolEmAll investigated in a holistic approach on how

cooling, heat transfer, IT infrastructure, and application-

workloads influence overall cooling- and energy-efficiency

of data centers, taking into account various aspects that

traditionally have been considered separately.

In order to achieve this objective CoolEmAll provided

two main outcomes: (i) design of diverse types of comput-

ing building blocks well defined by hardware specifica-

tions, physical dimensions, and energy efficiency metrics,

and (ii) development of simulation, visualization and deci-

sion support toolkit (SVD Toolkit) that enables analysis and

optimization of IT infrastructures built of these building

blocks. Both building blocks and the toolkit take into

account four aspects that have a major impact on the

actual energy consumption: characteristics of building

blocks under variable loads, cooling models, properties of

applications, applications workloads, and workload and

resource management policies. To simplify selection of

right building blocks used to design data centers adjusted

to particular needs, data center efficiency building blocks

are precisely defined by a set of metrics expressing rela-

tions between the energy efficiency and essential factors

listed above. In addition to common static approaches,

the CoolEmAll approach also enables studies and assess-

ment of dynamic states of data centers based on changing

workloads, management policies, cooling methods, envi-

ronmental conditions and ambient temperature. This

enables assessment and optimization of data center

energy/cooling efficiency also for low and variable loads

rather than just for peak loads as it is usually done today.

The main concept of the project is presented in Fig. 1.

4. Data center modeling

4.1. Data Center Efficiency Building Block (DEBB)

One of the main results of the CoolEmAll project is

the design of diverse types of data center building blocks

on different granularity levels, following a blueprint-

specification format called Data center Efficiency Building

Block (DEBB).

A DEBB is an abstract description of a piece of hardware

and other components reflecting a data center building

block on different granularity levels. To illustrate the con-

cept, the DEBB in CoolEmAll was constructed around the

RECS (Resource Efficient Computing & Storage) unit [28],

a multi-node computer system developed by Christmann

[29] with high energy-efficiency and density. The following

describes the different granularity levels defined in the

DEBB:

1. Node unit is the finest granularity of building blocks

to be modeled within CoolEmAll. This smallest unit

reflects a single CPU module in a RECS.

2. Node group is an ensemble of building blocks of level

1, e.g. a complete RECS unit (currently consisting of

18 computing nodes in RECS2.0).

3. Rack (ComputeBox1) is a typical rack within an IT

service center, including building blocks of level 2

(Node Groups), power supply units and integrated

cooling devices.

4. Room (ComputeBox2) is an ensemble of building

blocks of level 3, placed in a container or compute

rooms, with the corresponding CRAC/CRAH (Com-

pute Room Air Conditioner or Air-Handling Unit),

chiller, power distribution units, lighting and other

auxiliary facilities.

A DEBB on each granularity level is described in the fol-

lowing. More details the on definitions of these compo-

nents can be found in [30].

� Specification of components and sub-building

blocks,

� Outer physical dimensions (black-box description),

and optionally arrangements of components and

sub-building blocks within particular DEBB (white-

box description),

� Power consumption for different load-levels con-

cerning mainly CPU and memory, and optionally IO

and storage,

� Thermal profile describing air-flow (including direc-

tion and intensity) and temperature on inlets and

outlets for different load-levels,

� Metrics describing energy efficiency of a DEBB.

A computing node will be the smallest unit of the

modeling process in DEBB. The models established at a

lower level, e.g., a Node unit or Node group should provide

building blocks to the modeling of larger modules, e.g. full

racks or server rooms, for simulations. In this way, DEBBs

can improve and facilitate the process of modeling,



simulation, and visualization of data centers by delivering

predefined models with comprehensive information

concerning performance, power consumption, thermal

behavior, and shape of data center components.

4.2. Workload characterization

4.2.1. Workload specification

In terms of workload management, workload items are

defined as jobs that are submitted by users [31]. In general,

workloads may have various shapes and levels of complex-

ity ranging from multiple independent jobs, through large-

scale parallel tasks, up to single applications that require

single resources. That allows distinguishing several levels

of information about incoming jobs. These levels are pre-

sented in Fig. 2. It is assumed that there is a queue of jobs

submitted to the resource manager, and each job consists

of one or more tasks. If preceding constraints between

tasks are defined, a job may constitute a whole workflow.

The aim of workload profile is to provide information

about structure, resource requirements, relationships and

time intervals of jobs and tasks that will be scheduled dur-

ing the workload simulation phase. Having these depen-

dencies established, it is possible to express the impact of

each workload item on the system. To this end, each job

specified within the workload has to be extended with

the particular application characteristic describing its

behavior on the hardware. Thus, workload profile contains

the references to the corresponding application profiles

that are linked during the simulation. To model the appli-

cation profile in more detail, CoolEmAll follows the DNA

approach proposed in [32]. Accordingly, each task can be

defined as a sequence of phases that show the impact of

the application on the resources that run it. Phases are then

periods of time within which the system is stable (cpu

load, network, memory, etc.) given a certain threshold.

More details concerning application profiles are provided

in the next section. This form of description enables

definition of a wide range of workloads: HPC (long jobs,

computational-intensive, hard to migrate) or web service

(short requests) that are typical for virtualized data center

environments.

For the purposes of the workload description within the

CoolEmAll project we adopted Standard Workload Format

(SWF) [33] that is used for the traces stored in the Parallel

Workloads Archive. For now it is one of the main and

commonly used formats providing unitary description of

both workloads models as well as logs obtained from real

systems. In addition to the predefined labels in the header

comments, described by Feitelson in [33], we introduce

support of a new header label that is used to provide

information about types of applications. An example of a

workload expressed in SWF is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. The CoolEmAll concept.

Fig. 2. Workload model.



In general, workload profiles may be taken from real

systems or generated synthetically. The main goal of syn-

thetic workloads is to capture the behavior of real observed

workloads and to characterize them at the desired level of

detail. On the other hand, they are also commonly adopted

to evaluate the system performance for the modified or

completely theoretical workload models. Usage of syn-

thetic workloads and their comparison to the real ones

have been the subject of research for many years. In [34],

the authors analyzed both types of workloads in terms of

their accuracy and applicability. Today, several synthetic

workload models have been proposed [35,36], which are

based on workload logs collected from large scale parallel

systems in production use. In a set of experiments depicted

in Section 7, we define workloads using arrival rate based

on the Poisson process as it has been typically adopted to

reflect the task arrivals in supercomputing clusters

[35,36] as well as in web servers [37].

4.2.2. Application specification

For the purpose of CoolEmAll, applications behavior can

be assimilated to its resource consumption. Indeed, Coo-

lEmAll project aims at evaluating the impact of applica-

tions from a thermal and energy point of view. Using

resources consumption allows evaluating this impact. As

applications are usually complex, their resource consump-

tion cannot be assimilated as constant during their life-

time. Applications will be considered as a sequence of

phases. One phase will be considered as a duration during

which resource consumption can be considered as con-

stant. As the same application will consume different

amount of resources depending on the hardware on which

it runs, application profiles will encompass the hardware

on which it ran. Using a translator it will be possible to take

a profile obtained on a particular hardware and to translate

it to the probable resource consumption on different

hardware. Exact values will be in percentage of maximum

available resource. For instance, for CPU this will be the

load, and for the network this will be the ratio (in percent-

age) between the actual bandwidth and the maximum on

the platform.

One phase will be characterized by its duration, by the

mean resource consumption during this duration and by

the reference hardware used to obtain those values. As

an example, a simplified XML description of an application

could include the section shown in Fig. 4 where there are

two phases, one of 4 s, one of 40 s. The first one uses

mainly the CPU while not using the memory infrastructure

and thus can be labeled as CPU-intensive. The second one

loads at the maximum of CPU and memory. Such phase

is usually labeled as memory-intensive. The current avail-

able resources are shown in Table 1. Once a profile is

acquired, it can be displayed as shown in Fig. 5.

4.2.3. Power model

Power measurement is a key feature for the develop-

ment and maintenance of energy efficient data centers.

The use of power models enables the estimation of applica-

tion’s power dissipation, offering a higher granularity for

the measurement and leveraging the application schedul-

ing with energy consumption. Besides, even power meters

can present some inaccuracy and the use of such models

can enhance the measurements.

In CoolEmAll, we target at the RECS compute box, a high

density computing system with embedded power meters

for each of its computing nodes. In this study, we used a

RECS version 2.0 with two types of modules: Intel Core

i7-3615QE processor with 16 GB of RAM and Intel Atom

N2600 processor with 2 GB of RAM. The compute box is

populated with 18 nodes in total – 6 i7 and 12 atom nodes.

The embedded RECS’s power meters have a precision of

1 W, which for some usages may not be enough. Even

Fig. 3. SWF workload definition.



more, when running some experiments, we noticed that

the power meter measurement inaccuracy can reach up

to 24 W. These experiments were executed by stressing

one node, while the others remains turned off; in this

configuration, the power of the turned off nodes reported

by the power meter varies according to the stressed node

and reaches from 0 to 9 W maximum. So the three most

erroneous nodes were stressed and the power of the

turned off nodes summed up 24W. This enforces the need

for estimating the power even if we dispose of a physical

meter. For modeling the power dissipation of a node, we

chose one of the nodes which presented less noise in other

nodes and included an external power meter to provide

higher precision measurements.

A usual way of modeling the power consumption of a

node is to create a CPU proportional estimator. As the pro-

cessor is claimed to be the most power hungry device on a

computing system [38], capacitive models are greatly used

as follows:

P ¼ ðcv2f Þu; ð1Þ

where the power (P) is estimated based on the CPU’s volt-

age (v), frequency (f), capacitance (c) and usage (u). This

model does not take into account the type of operation that

is executed by the CPU. For instance, the same CPU load

can provide different power consumption according to

the device it uses [39]. Previous work verified that CPU

temperature has a high correlation with the dissipated

power [40], even though one cannot decouple the temper-

ature between applications.

In CoolEmAll we use an application level estimator

based on performance counters, model specific registers

(MSR) and system information. It has been shown that cal-

ibrated linear models can provide estimation to generic

applications with an accuracy error smaller than 10%

[41,40]. Performance counters (PC) are CPU counters that

quantify the number of events done by the processor per

Fig. 4. Example of profile of an application composed of two phases.

Table 1

Resources monitored for profiling applications.

Resource name Content

CPU Percentage of processor load

Network Percentage of network bandwidth

IO Percentage of disk bandwidth

Memory Percentage of memory bandwidth

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of application profile for a ray tracing

benchmark (c-ray).



core, e.g. cache misses. These counters can be fetched at

process level, making the transition to an application level

modeling straight forward. MSR provides precise informa-

tion regarding the processor’s operating frequency and

C-states. Although MSRs cannot provide process level

information, we can join its information to other process

dependent variables such as PC. System information is

fetched from the operating system and provides data for

networking and memory usage. A complete list of evalu-

ated variables can be founded in Table 2.

A set of synthetic benchmarks was created to simulate a

generic application running on this platform. This bench-

mark set consists of four phases; first we progressively

stress the CPU by increasing its usage in 20% steps. This

procedure is repeated for three frequencies (1.2, 2.3 GHz

and Boost) and three CPU intensive benchmarks which

stress the control unity, floating point unity and the ran-

dom number generator. The second phase stressed the

memory access, by forcing read/write access to all caches

(L1d, L2 and L3) and the RAM. Finally the network is

stressed by running Linux’s iperf tool and limiting the

download/upload to 200, 400 and 1000 Mbit/s. A detailed

analysis of these benchmarks can be found in [39]. These

data were then used to calibrate the capacitive model

and to create a linear model using the above mentioned

variables. The power profile of this synthetic workload is

shown in Fig. 6.

The results of the calibration of the two models can be

seen in Fig. 7. One can see that the capacitive model fails

when different programs present the same CPU load and

lacks the power dissipation due to RAM memory access,

presenting an mean absolute error (MAE) of 2.38W and a

correlation factor of 0.6961. The use of performance

counters, even as a black box provides a better estimation

with a MAE of 0.51 W and a correlation of 0.9831. The

results of the black box present a better precision than

the embedded power meter, which has 1 W precision.

4.3. Cooling model

The cooling model defined in CoolEmAll has the objec-

tive of calculating the power of the cooling equipment

and other electric devices in a data center as a function

of IT workload, ambient temperature and room set-up

operation temperature. The model is based on a simple

data center with a computer room air handler (CRAH),

e.g., fan and air–water coil, power distribution unit (PDU)

and lighting. All these elements generate thermal load

and provide the cooling and power requirements for oper-

ating the IT components. Outside the data center, a chiller

provides cooling water to the CRAH and dissipates the

exhausted heat from the data center to the atmosphere

by a dry-cooler (Fig. 8 shows details). Other electric

components such as uninterruptible power supply (UPS),

back-up generator and transformer are excluded from the

present model.

The following describes the cooling model at a single

time stamp. In this model, Q is referred to as the heat dis-

sipation and P the power consumption. The variables that

are varying with time are indicated by the time index t,

otherwise they have constant values in the model. As an

overview, the model has been constructed based on basic

thermodynamic equations of conservation of mass and

energy. The total power consumption in the data center

(PDC) is calculated from the knowledge of the IT load in

the data center (Pload DC), some boundary conditions such

as the inlet air room operation temperature (TR in), the

ambient temperature (Tamb), the relation between other

loads and IT load (a), and the performance parameters of

chiller, fan, cooling coil of CRAH and coil of dry-cooler.

Table 2

Power modeling variables.

Name Name Name

perf.cycles perf.instructions perf.cache_references

perf.cache_misses perf.branch_instructions perf.branch_misses

perf.bus_cycles perf.idle_cycles_frontend perf.idle_cycles_frontend

perf.cpu_clock perf.task_clock perf.page_faults

perf.context_switches perf.cpu_migrations perf.minor_faults

perf.major_faults perf.alignment_faults perf.emulation_faults

perf.L1d_loads perf.L1d_load_misses perf.L1d_stores

perf.L1d_store_misses perf.L1d_prefetch_misses perf.L1i_load_misses

perf.LLC_loads perf.LLC_load_misses perf.LLC_stores

perf.LLC_stores_misses perf.L1d_prefetches perf.LLC_prefetch_misses

perf.dTLB_loads perf.dTLB_load_misses perf.dTLB_stores

perf.dTLB_store_misses perf.iTLB_loads perf.iTLB_load_misses

perf.branch_loads perf.branch_load_misses perf.node_loads

perf.node_load_misses perf.node_stores perf.node_store_misses

perf.node_prefetches perf.node_prefetch_misses msr.cpu_freq

msr.cpu_time_in_c0 sys.cpu_use sys.RRS

sys.received_bytes sys.sent_bytes
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Fig. 6. Synthetic workload’s power profile.
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On the one hand, different thermal loads are defined in

the data center, and the total thermal load QDC is the sum

of them — the heat associated to IT load Q load DC , the heat

from other loads such as PDU and lighting Qothers DC and

the heat from fans distributing air inside the data center

room Q fan DC — that are defined as follows:

QDCðtÞ ¼ Q load DCðtÞ þ Q others DCðtÞ þ Q fan DCðtÞ ð2Þ

On the other hand, the total power consumption of the

data center will be sum of powers from these components

and the power consumed by the chiller:

PDCðtÞ ¼ Pload DCðtÞ þ PchillerðtÞ þ Pfans DCðtÞ þ PothersðtÞ ð3Þ

The following shows how to calculate each of these power

consumptions.

The heat associated to the IT load Q load DC is assumed to

be equal to the power of IT load Pload DC [42], which is

calculated as the sum of the IT load of each rack Pload rack.

As it is stated in [42], this assumption is possible since

the power transmitted by the information technology

equipment through the data lines can be neglected.

Pload DCðtÞ ¼ Q load DCðtÞ ð4Þ

Pload DCðtÞ ¼
XNr

j¼1

Pload rackðtÞ ð5Þ

For the loads on lighting and PDU, a factor a is used to

relate their power consumption with IT load. According to

[43], a is estimated to be around 20%, for a typical data

center with 2N power and N þ 1 cooling equipment, oper-

ating at approximately 30% of rated capacity. Therefore,

this value for a can be considered as an example of current

energy use in data centers. It is assumed that this power is

also transformed into heat inside the data center:

Pothers DCðtÞ ¼ a � Pload DCðtÞ ð6Þ

Q others DCðtÞ ¼ Pothers DCðtÞ ð7Þ

The power consumed by the fan Pfans DC is related to the

pressure rise over the fan Dp that is equal to the pressure

drop provided by CFD calculations, the air density q, and
the fan efficiency gf as follows:

Pfans DCðtÞ ¼
DpðtÞ �mair totalðtÞ

gf � q
ð8Þ

The heat dissipated is the power consumed that is not

transformed in pressure energy as stated below:

Q fan DC ¼ ð1ÿ gf Þ � Pfans DCðtÞ ð9Þ

The total load of a data center QDCðtÞ is determined by

the air flow rate mair total, the specific heat Cp, and the dif-

ference between the inlet and outlet air temperatures,

i.e., TR in and TR out , as shown in the following equation.

Note that the air flow also affects the power consumed

by the fans Pfan DC , and consequently the heat generated

by them inside the room Q fan DC .

QDCðtÞ ¼ mair totalðtÞ � Cp � ðTR outðtÞ ÿ TR inÞ ð10Þ

The cooling demand faced by the chiller Q cooling includes

the thermal load in the data center and the inefficiency gcc

in the coil of the CRAH:

Q coolingðtÞ ¼
QDCðtÞ

gcc

ð11Þ

To get the power consumption of the chiller, we have to

consider a generic performance profile that is function of

the condenser temperature (Tco), the evaporator tempera-

ture (Tev ) and the partial load (PLR). This performance is

usually based in certified catalog data from manufacturer.

The following shows directly the relation between the

cooling load and the power consumed in the chiller Pchiller

by means of energy efficiency ratio (EER):

PchillerðtÞ ¼
Q coolingðtÞ

EERðtÞ
ð12Þ

Fig. 8. Cooling model of a ComputeBox-based data center.



The partial load ratio (PLR) specifies the relation

between the cooling demand in a certain condition and

the cooling load in nominal conditions (Q cooling nom), which

corresponds to the operation of the chiller at the chilled

water temperature Tev and condenser water temperature

Tco. In addition, PLR is also related to the cooling capacity

rated Q cooling rated, which corresponds to load of the chiller

in standard condition (full load; temperature of chilled

water leaving the chiller at 7 °C and temperature of con-

denser water entering the chiller at 30 °C), in which EER

is named EERrated. The following shows the relations:

PLRðtÞ ¼
Q coolingðtÞ

Q cooling nom

ð13Þ

Q cooling nom ¼ Q cooling rated � COOLðTev ; TcoÞ ð14Þ

CoolPRðtÞ ¼ CoolPRðTev ; Tco; PLRðtÞ;EERratedÞ ¼
1

EERðtÞ
ð15Þ

To calculate the chilled water temperature Tev , it is nec-

essary to know the room inlet air temperature TR in and the

minimum temperature difference DThÿex on the coil of

CRAH between the output of air and the inlet of water:

Tev ¼ TR in ÿ DThÿex ð16Þ

Common values of DThÿex on the commercial coils are

between 5 �C and 15 °C. Since the chiller performance is

also affected by TR in, higher operation temperature in the

data center room will need less power consumption from

the chiller, and hence increase the cooling efficiency.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the performance of cooling models.

It is presented the relation of power consumption in cool-

ing devices (chiller, fans) with ambient temperature, inlet

air room operation temperature and partial load. Also

PUE3 (see Section 5) is shown.

5. Energy efficiency metrics

CoolEmAll uses a set of metrics at different levels of

analysis defined in Section 4.1. Different metrics have been

selected depending on the level at which the experiments

are conducted and the purpose of assessment. The follow-

ing classify the metrics considered:

� Resource usage metrics refer to the utilization of a

certain resource (CPU, memory, bandwidth, storage

capacity, etc.), concerning a component (node) or a

set of components (node-group, rack).

� Heat-aware metrics take temperature as the main

indicator for the behavior of a data center.

� Energy-based metrics are defined as the consumption

of power along a period of time.

� Impact metrics that are used to assess the perfor-

mance of data center in environmental and eco-

nomic terms.

The complete set of metrics defined in CoolEmAll was

described in the public report of the project [44] as well

as in some articles [45,46]. To assess the impact of different

strategies used in the simulations conducted in this paper,

the following ones are selected: Total energy consumed,

Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), productivity, energy

wasted ratio, carbon emissions, electricity costs. The

following defines these metrics.

Total energy consumption (in W h): This corresponds to

the total power consumed by the data center over a certain

period of time.

EDC ¼

Z t2

t1

PDCðtÞdt ð17Þ

Productivity: This metric indicates the relation between

the useful work (WDC) in the data center and the energy

required to obtain this useful work during a certain period

of time. Useful work [47] identifies the measurable work

done by a data center while providing a given service.

Useful work is defined on the application level and

depending on the application purpose it might be

expressed by the number of floating-point operations,

number of service invocations, number of transactions, etc.

Productivity ¼ WDC=EDC ð18Þ

Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE): As defined by The

Green Grid [48], this metric (defined as PUE3) is the ratio

of the total power consumption in the data center and
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the power used by the IT equipment. It can be defined at an

instantaneous point in time or at the aggregated level over

a period of time (in terms of energy).

PUE3 ¼ EDC=EIT ð19Þ

In the framework of CoolEmAll and to assess the impact

of load management with fans that will stop when they are

not used, another level of PUE (referred to as PUE4) is

defined, where the consumption of fans in racks is

excluded from the IT load. For practical monitoring of this

metric, it should be necessary to have separated power

meters for fans or a signal to detect its operation mode

with an assumption of the fan power consumption. The

formula to calculate this metric is expressed as follows:

PUE4 ¼ EDC=ðEIT ÿ Efans ÿ EPSUÞ ð20Þ

Energy Wasted Ratio (EWR): This metric assesses how

much energy is wasted and is not used for producing useful

work.

EWR ¼ EDC not useful work=EDC ð21Þ

Carbon emission (in kg CO2): This metric converts the

total power consumed to CO2 emissions using carbon

emissions factor (CEF), which depends on the country since

it is a function of the participation of the different energy

sources and technologies (carbon, nuclear, natural gas,

wind, hydro, solar, biomass, etc.) in the total electricity

generation and the efficiency of conversion.

Carbon emission ¼ EDC � CEF ð22Þ

Electricity cost (in €): This metric is calculated by multi-

plying the total energy consumed by the price of electricity.

Electricity cost ¼ EDC � Electricity price ð23Þ

6. Resource management and scheduling policies

In the scope of resource management and scheduling

policies, we can usually distinguish three basic compo-

nents they consist of. These components include schedul-

ing, resource allocation, and resource management.

Scheduling is responsible for defining the order of

execution for the ready tasks. Resource allocation selects

the specific resource(s) for each job to be executed.

Finally, resource management means the configuration of

the resource states, usually related to their energy

efficiency. Quite commonly, these components form the

separated phases of various policies as presented in

Fig. 11. In the following subsections, we will present strat-

egies classified with respect to the convention described

above.

6.1. Scheduling algorithms

A scheduling algorithm specifies the order in which

tasks are served during the scheduling process (alterna-

tively – it defines the order in which tasks are placed in

the queues). The following shows some widely used

algorithms, which can be applied to the scheduling of tasks

in data centers.

� First Come First Served (FCFS) – a basic scheduling

policy in which tasks are served in the order of their

arrival in the system. This strategy reduces the

waiting time of tasks.

� Last Come First Served (LCFS) – a policy contrary to

FCFS, in which the tasks that arrive at the system

later are scheduled first.

� Largest Job First (LJF) – tasks are scheduled in order

of decreasing size, wherein the size specifies the

number of requested processors. The main aim of

this strategy is to optimize the utilization of the

system.

� Smallest Job First (SJF) – tasks are ordered according

to the number of requested processors. This strategy

increases the throughput of the system.

The aforementioned scheduling algorithms can be

extended with one of the backfilling approaches [49,50],

which exchange the positions of the jobs in the queue

based on the availability of the resources and the priorities

of the tasks.

� Conservative Backfill – allows a lower priority task to

run only if it does not delay any of the higher priority

waiting tasks.
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� Aggressive Backfill – allows a lower priority task to

run if it does not delay the highest priority task.

� Relaxed Backfill – allows a lower priority task to run

if it does not delay the highest priority task in the

manner that does not exceed a predefined factor.

6.2. Resource allocation strategies

Resource allocation strategies define the manner in

which tasks are assigned to resources. Since tasks are

submitted by different users over time, the decision of

where to execute each arriving task are usually made in

an online manner without knowledge of the future task

arrivals. First, we describe three basic allocation strategies

that are commonly used to balance the loads of different

computing nodes in the system.

� Random – each task is assigned to a randomly cho-

sen node.

� Round-Robin – the tasks are assigned to the nodes in

a round robin manner.

� Load balancing – each task is assigned to a node in

order to balance the overall load of the system.

While the previous strategies do not explicitly consider

any objective related to the tasks, the following describes

three greedy allocation strategies that are performance-,

energy- and thermal-aware, respectively.

� Execution Time Optimization (ExecTimeOpt) – each

task is assigned to a node that minimizes its

execution/response time.

� Energy Usage Optimization (EnergyOpt) – each task

is assigned to a node that minimizes the energy

consumed by the task.

� Maximum Temperature Optimization (MaxTemp-

Opt) – each task is assigned to a node that leads to

the lowest maximum outlet temperature.

The aims of the above three strategies are to minimize

the average task response time, the overall energy con-

sumption, and the maximum outlet temperature. For the

thermal-aware strategy, the maximum outlet temperature

is used as an objective because it has been shown to

directly impact the cooling cost of data centers in both

homogeneous and heterogeneous environments [51,52].

Finally, tasks can also be assigned to resources in order

to consolidate the workload in a predefined allocation

manner. The following describes some consolidation

strategies.

� High performance – tasks are assigned to nodes

starting from high performance ones.

� Low power – tasks are assigned to nodes starting

from low power ones.

� Location-aware – tasks are assigned to nodes with

respect to their physical locations.

Depending on the implemented scheduling model

(single or multi-level), the presented resource allocation

strategies might have different impact on the final alloca-

tion of the resources. In case of scheduling at the RECS

level, the above strategies are responsible for assigning

tasks directly to the nodes with respect to their resource

requirements. For scheduling at the room level, a scheduler

has to first choose the rack where the task will be assigned,

and then the RECS or nodes within which further allocation

will be performed. In this case it is possible to mix two or

more strategies by applying, for example, the location-

aware strategy in order to select a rack, followed by the

load balancing strategy to balance the load within the

chosen rack, and finally the thermal-aware strategy to

minimize the outlet temperature of the chosen RECS.

6.3. Resource management policies

Resource management policies specify a set of opera-

tions performed on the resources during the scheduling

process. They usually require supports from the underlying

hardware layer and their effectiveness is closely related to

the managed IT equipment. The following describes two

most popular policies.

� Switching nodes ON/OFF – a node is switched on or

off, depending on if it is used or not.

� Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) – the

frequency of a processor is scaled up or down,

depending on if the processor is used or not.

7. Simulations

This section presents simulations and the results

obtained by using the Data Center Workload and Resource

Management Simulator (DCworms) [53]. Different models

of the data center components presented in Section 4 and

various resource scheduling policies presented in Section 6

are evaluated.

7.1. Simulation setup

Resource description. In our experiments, five different

types of processors are used and their technical specifica-

tions are presented in Table 3. All five types of processors

were previously profiled in order to obtain their detailed

power and performance characteristics. More information

can be found in [54]. Moreover, to perform comprehensive

Fig. 11. Components of workload and resource management policies.



studies, different processor configurations are simulated at

three different levels, namely the RECS level, the rack

level, and the room level. The cooling model adopts that

described in Section 4.3.

Benchmarks and workloads. Several types of benchmarks

can be used to demonstrate the gains of the proposed

system. The three most classical kinds of benchmarks are:

� Micro benchmarks, testing only one particular

sub-system like memory accesses.

� Single-host benchmarks, usually used to test a particu-

lar host.

� Classical distributed benchmarks from the HPC

community like NPB (Nas Parallel Benchmarks).

Benchmarks of the first category were used during

development and tests of the monitoring infrastructure

and of the application profiling tools. Benchmarks pre-

sented in this article include: fft, abinit, c-ray,

lin_1gb, lin_3gb, lin_tiny, tar, openssl. Specifically,

fft is a tool to compute Fast Fourier Transforms. abinit

is a scientific tool for electronic simulation at the atomic

level. c-ray is a raytracing tool. lin_1gb, lin_3gb and

lin_tiny are different instances of Linpack (classical high

performance computing benchmark). tar is an archive

manipulation tool. Finally, openssl is an open-source

implementation of cryptographic protocols.

Power consumption model. To estimate power consump-

tion of the given processor we followed the model

proposed in Section 4.2.3 supported with the gathered

application profiles. We replayed the tasks execution,

adjusting the frequency level and assumed linear depen-

dency between power processor power drawn and its

utilization. Our previous studies [53] show that such an

approach presents reliable accuracy, with respect to the

data gathered on real hardware, and might be boldly used

as an power consumption estimator.

7.2. Simulation results

7.2.1. Results for the RECS level

This subsection shows the results of the simulations

performed at the RECS level. Specifically, experiments

were conducted to evaluate a system with one single

Table 3

Technical specifications of the simulated processors.

Processor Max.

frequency

(GHz)

RAM

memory

(GB)

Number

of cores

Intel Core i7-3615QE 2.3 16 4 (8

logical)

Intel Core i7-2715QE 2.1 16 4 (8

logical)

Intel Atom D510 1.66 4 2 (4

logical)

Intel Atom N2600 1.6 2 2 (4

logical)

AMD G-T40N 1 4 2 (2

logical)
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RECS2.0 unit consisting of 18 processors/nodes. The fol-

lowing describes the processor configuration used in the

experiment:

� 8 Intel Core i7-2715QE nodes.

� 4 Intel Atom D510 nodes.

� 6 AMD Fusion G-T40N nodes.

The workload consists of 1000 tasks randomly drawn

from the benchmarks described in Section 7.1. Tasks arrive

according to the Poisson process. The load intensity used in

the simulation is proportional to the average arrival rate k

(#jobs/h), and it is defined as k=10. Five resource allocation

strategies – Random, Round-Robin, ExecTimeOpt, Energy-

Opt and MaxTempOpt – were evaluated with FCFS sched-

uling (which is also used in all subsequent experiments).

Besides energy consumption, average response time of

the jobs are used as a performance metric, and maximum

outlet temperature is used as an indicator for the cooling

cost. No resource management technique was applied, so

all processors are switched on at all times.

Fig. 12 shows the simulation results. Note that only the

dynamic energy consumption is shown in the figure, since

the nodes are not switched off even when they are idle, so

the static part will be identical for all strategies. The

simulation results confirm our intuition that ExecTimeOpt

provides better average response time, EnergyOpt provides

less dynamic energy consumption, and MaxTempOpt

provides the lowest maximum outlet temperature. The

other two strategies (especially Round-Robin) perform

badly for all three metrics, since they are oblivious to the

platform and workload characteristics. Moreover, a trade-

off can be observed among the conflicting objectives of

performance, energy and temperature (more details con-

cerning such tradeoff can be found in [55]). In particular,

the MaxTempOpt strategy reduces the maximum outlet

temperature by about 1–1.5 °C under light system load.

Although the difference in the outlet temperature is small,

it can have a strong impact on the cost of cooling, espe-

cially when more RECS units are present in the system.

The next two subsections study this more general case by

applying the ON/OFF resource management policy to save

more energy.

7.2.2. Results for the rack level

This subsection shows the results of the simulations

performed at the rack level. Experiments were conducted

to evaluate a rack consisting of three RECS2.0 units. The

following shows the processor configurations used in the

experiments:

� 18 Intel Core i7 nodes: 14 Intel Core i7-3615QE

nodes and 4 Intel Core i7-2715QE nodes.

� 18 Intel Atom nodes: 14 Intel Atom N2600 nodes and

4 Intel Atom D510 nodes.

� 18 AMD Fusion G-T40N nodes.

The workload contains 600 openssl tasks with a fixed

load intensity. Tasks arrive according to the Poisson pro-

cess with a submission time range (difference between

submission of last and first task) of 2760 s. Two types of

consolidated resource allocation strategies – high perfor-

mance and low power – are evaluated with the ON/OFF

resource management policy. The load balancing strategy

is used as a reference for comparison.

Table 4 present the results according to various energy-

efficiency criteria, and Table 5 compare the impact of stud-

ied policies on the evaluation criteria. One can see the sig-

nificant improvement in terms of useful work and

productivity for the consolidation on high performance

nodes approach. It is obscured, however, by the increase

in the scope of energy usage. An improvement on this cri-

terion can be achieved by benefiting from the possibility of

switching off unused nodes. Consolidation on high perfor-

mance resources with additional power management

seems to be a good trade-off between energy usage and

Table 4

Energy-efficiency metrics for consolidation policies at a rack level.

Metrics Policy consolidation

Load balancing High performance Low power

On/off On/off

Total processors energy consumption (W h) 687 853 628 553 380

Total IT energy consumption (W h) 1671 1838 1613 1538 1365

Total node group fans energy consumption (W h) 412 412 145 411 246

Total rack energy consumption (W h) 2394 2586 2021 2240 1852

Total data center fans energy consumption (W h) 113 113 113 113 113

Total cooling device energy consumption (W h) 423 423 423 423 423

Total other devices energy consumption (W h) 48 52 40 45 37

Total energy consumption (W h) 2978 3174 2597 2821 2425

Mean rack power (W) 1884 2035 1591 1764 1458

Mean power (W) 2344 2498 2044 2221 1909

Max rack power (W) 1976 2115 1748 1866 1651

Max power (W) 2438 2579 2205 2325 2106

PUE 1.244 1.227 1.285 1.259 1.309

PUE Level 4 1.782 1.727 1.61 1.835 1.777

Energy waste rate (%) 19.03 13.31 1.22 11.78 0.59

Useful work (10ÿ6 UW units) 556.70 1057.94 1057.94 244.37 244.37

Productivity (UW units/W h) 232,570 409,154 523,517 109,075 131,971



productivity. On the other hand, Consolidation on low

power CPUs can be a good approach to decrease total

power usage or to increase capacity. However, it should

be noted that this leads to noticeable deterioration of the

performance factors.

7.2.3. Results for the room level

This subsection shows the results of the simulations

performed at the room level. Experiments were conducted

to evaluate a server room populated with 10 racks. The fol-

lowing shows the configurations of the racks:

� 5 racks equipped with 10 4-unit chassis, each chassis

provides a node group containing 4 Intel Core i7

nodes (Intel Core i7-3615QE).

� 5 racks equipped with 40 1-unit chassis, each

provides a node group containing 1 AMD Fusion

G-T40N node.

The following are the parameters used for the cooling

devices:

� Computer Room Air-Handling Unit (CRAH): fan

efficiency = 0.6, cooling coil efficiency = 0.95,

deltaThEx = 10.

� Chiller: max cooling capacity = 10,000, cooling

capacity rate = 40,000.

� Dry cooler: deltaThDryCooler = 10. Dry cooler effi-

ciency = 0.02. Details related to the cooling parame-

ters can be found in [54].

A workload containing 6000 openssl tasks is used to

drive the simulation. Tasks arrive at the system according

to the Poisson process with an average inter-arrival time

of 1 s. The same set of resource allocation strategies as in

the rack-level case are evaluated, again, according to the

following criteria: PUE, PUE-Level 4, Productivity, Energy

waste rate, max IT Power and Total energy used. Table 6

summarizes the results.

According to Table 6, the consolidation policy that

favors high performance nodes (Intel i7 in this case) with

additional node power management outperforms other

strategies with respect to the evaluation criteria. Accumu-

lating load on the most efficient (in terms of performance)

nodes allows to improve both PUE-related metrics as well

as the productivity factor. However, one should note the

increase in maximum power consumption and total energy

usage for the high performance consolidation, which

should be carefully watched in terms of cooling devices

capacity. Therefore, the high performance strategies are

Table 5

Comparison of the obtained results with reference to the load balancing policy.

Metrics Policy consolidation

Load balancing High performance Low power

On/off On/off

Total processors energy consumption (%) 0 +24.28 ÿ8.48 ÿ19.38 ÿ44.59

Total IT energy consumption (%) 0 +9.99 ÿ3.47 ÿ7.98 ÿ18.33

Total node group fans energy consumption (%) 0 +0.02 ÿ64.73 ÿ0.02 ÿ40.13

Total rack energy consumption (%) 0 +8.02 ÿ15.58 ÿ6.40 ÿ22.64

Total data center fans energy consumption (%) 0 +0.02 +0.02 ÿ0.02 ÿ0.02

Total cooling device energy consumption (%) 0 +0.02 +0.02 ÿ0.02 ÿ0.02

Total other devices energy consumption (%) 0 +8.02 ÿ15.58 ÿ6.40 ÿ22.64

Total energy consumption (%) 0 +6.58 ÿ12.77 ÿ5.25 ÿ18.57

Mean rack power (%) 0 +8.00 ÿ15.60 ÿ6.38 ÿ22.62

Mean power (%) 0 +6.56 ÿ12.79 ÿ5.23 ÿ18.55

Max rack power (%) 0 +6.99 ÿ11.57 ÿ5.59 ÿ16.48

Max power (%) 0 +5.78 ÿ9.56 ÿ4.62 ÿ13.63

PUE (%) 0 ÿ1.37 +3.30 +1.21 +5.23

PUE Level 4 (%) 0 ÿ3.09 ÿ9.65 +2.97 ÿ0.28

Energy waste rate (%) 0 ÿ30.04 ÿ93.58 ÿ38.09 ÿ96.91

Useful work (%) 0 +90.04 +90.04 ÿ56.10 ÿ56.10

Productivity (%) 0 +75.93 +125.10 ÿ53.10 ÿ43.26

Table 6

Assessment of resource allocation policies at room level.

Policy Metrics

PUE PUE

Level-4

Productivity

(rsa1024sign/W h)

Energy waste rate

(%)

Max. IT Power

(W)

Total energy

(W h)

Load balancing 1.478 1.983 406,269 42.78 22,966 30,275

HighPerfConsolidation 1.478 1.968 449,726 25.9 23,424 31,649

HighPerfConsolidation + NodePowMan 1.383 1.786 534,816 5.639 22,027 24,909

LowPowerConsolidation 1.479 1.993 391,227 29.17 22,318 29,508

LowPowerConsolidation + NodePowMan 1.365 1.798 435,131 2.77 21,885 24,495



good for minimization of the total energy consumption and

maximization of productivity (useful work per Joule). On

the other hand, low power consolidation strategies are bet-

ter in cases when power usage should be constrained. In

this case power capping can be applied to save additional

power. As the cooling capacity in a data center is based

on the maximum power consumption of the IT infrastruc-

ture, power capping can leverage facility’s total cooling

capacity (more details can be found in [56]). Besides

the evaluation of the specific policies, the presented

experiments demonstrate the usefulness as well as the

drawbacks of the presented energy-efficiency metrics. For

example, values of PUE are reasonably good, but the IT part

of PUE includes constant speed fans. These fans are source

of inefficiency, that is, their work when nodes are idle is a

waste of energy. Thus, PUE Level-4 expresses the actual

efficiency in a more adequate way. Applying node-level

power management policies affects a ratio between com-

ponents effectively taking part in computing to other over-

heads (such as useless fans work, power supply lost) and

thereby improves PUE Level-4 to a greater extent than

PUE. In this experiment, PUE decreases when node power

management techniques are used, because the applied

model assumes significant correlation between heat load

and power usage of the cooling devices. In other settings,

with bigger server room and cooling systems, PUE could

even raise after improving efficiency of the IT part.

Additional insight is provided by the proposed Energy

Waste Rate (EWR), which estimates factor of energy that

is wasted in the studied period. It can be easily seen that

introducing power management techniques improves its

value significantly.

7.3. Impact assessment

The experiments presented in the previous subsection

point out the potential of obtaining relevant energy sav-

ings when resource management and scheduling policies

are applied, especially at the room level. These energy

savings can be converted to carbon emissions and electric-

ity cost, as it is shown in Table 7. The carbon emission

factor (CEF) used to calculate the carbon emissions is

0.34 kg CO2/kW h and the electricity price used to calculate

the operation costs is 0.15 €/kW h according to [57].

As we can see, the consolidation policy that favors high

performance nodes increases energy consumption by 5%.

However, the amount of savings reaches 18% when node

power management is applied. The strategy of low perfor-

mance nodes consolidation provides savings of 3% that

increases until 19% when node power management is

included. Furthermore, when extending these strategies

to large-scale data centers with size bigger than this model

and where the operation runs for 8760 h per year, the

amount of total carbon emissions and operation cost

reduced would be substantially worthy.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the approaches and

evaluation results of the CoolEmAll project with the aim

of making data centers more energy and resource efficient.

We have presented workload profiles, application-work-

loads, power and cooling models used in the approach. In

addition, different energy efficiency metrics at different

levels of analysis were proposed. Various resource man-

agement and scheduling policies, including performance,

energy, thermal-aware policies and consolidation policies

were presented. Simulations were conducted by using

the Data Center Workload and Resource Management

Simulator (DCworms) for different levels in a data center,

i.e., RECS level, rack level and room level. The experiments

validate the specific resource management policies pro-

posed and the energy-efficiency metrics. In future works,

CFD simulations will be conducted to validate the simula-

tion results. We will also study resource management allo-

cation considering heat recirculation in the data center and

other resource management policies such as DVFS.
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